Traditionally, space in typewritten pages is measured in picas and points. There are 2.4 picas per
centimeter (6p/inch) and 12 points per pica, so
there are 28.8 points per cm (72pt/inch).

Vertical Space

Typefaces have a built-in amount of space between
lines (the shoulder, see right). Changing this by
adding or removing space is referred to as leading
(because originally, thin strips of lead were added
between the lines of letters). Increasing leading
gives the eye more room to follow the letters, leading to better legibility. Decreasing
allows more lines of type in the same space.

A Short Course in Typography

Oldstyle
Thick and thin lines
of moderate difference

“Typography has one plain duty before it

and that is to convey information in writing.

No argument or consideration can absolve…
-Emil Ruder

(12pt type/24pt leading)

“Typography has one plain duty before it
and that is to convey information in writing.
No argument or consideration can absolve…
-Emil Ruder
(12pt/17pt)
“Typography has one plain duty before it
and that is to convey information in writing.
No argument or consideration can absolve
typography from this duty.
-Emil Ruder
(default, 12pt/14.4pt)
“Typography has one plain duty before it
and that is to convey information in writing.
No argument or consideration can absolve
typography from this duty. A printed work
which cannot be read becomes a product
without a purpose.”
-Emil Ruder
(12pt/12pt)

Serifs slanted

Diagonal stress

Gentle, unobtrusive, readable
excellent for body type

Most typefaces fall within five broad families. When combining
typefaces it’s best to choose from un-related families, to avoid
conflict and emphasize contrast. For example,
Oldstyle fonts work well with Sansserif or Display; on the other
hand, avoid using Modern
with Slab-serif. As a rule of
thumb, if the circles touch,
Serifs horizontal
Vertical stress
don’t use those together.

Display &
Script

Modern

Fancy, special purpose typefaces. Like
pepper, can be very effective, when
used sparingly.

Thick and thin lines
are very difference

Striking, bold. Good for
headlines or short text

Palatino
Linden Hill
EB Garamond
Goudy Old Style

Slab-serif

Didot

Bodoni

Playfair Display Black

Little or no difference in
line thickness

Strong, sturdy. Good for use
against a colored background

Podkova
Chaparral
Rockwell

Typeface Fundamentals
font size

serif

{Fpdxmn
{

shoulder

ascender (part above x-height)

}

{

descender (part below x-height)

x-height

}

proportional font, ‘M’ and ‘i’
take different amounts of space

monospaced font, ‘M’ and ‘i’
take identical amounts of space

No or very little stress

No serifs

Sans-serif
No difference in line thickness

line-height (includes shoulder);
default is120% of font size

Arial
Futura
Trebuchet MS

Flexible, very legible
Common in screen-based uses

Syncopate

In most typefaces the letters are proportional, meaning that letters take
a different amount of space. ‘M,’ for example, takes much more space than
‘i.’ Numbers, though, are usually monospaced, meaning they each take
the same amount of space. This allows numbers to line up in columns,
making sums easier to read. The exception to this are fully monospaced
fonts, such as Courier, that mimic typewriters, terminals, and so on.

Middle

Thick horizontal
serifs

No stress

H o r i z o n t a l

Middle

Party
Bahaus
Blackmoor
Snell Roundhand

2497
6218

numbers
monospaced,
so they line
up vertically

Each letter in a font has a certain amount of space around it.
When set in a headline or large size, the standard amount of
space can look a bit strange because the gap around overhanging letters—such as ‘A’ and ‘v’ or capital ‘T’—makes too much
space appear. Adjusting letter spacing is called kerning.

Love

with no kerning, there is too much
space around the `O’ and “V’

Love

kerning makes the beteweenletter spacing even & pleasing

S p a c e
Justification determines the side(s) of a block of text on which
the letters line up. Left-justified is the most common; centered looks fairly formal; right-justified is hardest for us to
read; full-justification means to align both left and right sides.
Avoid full-justification unless you have enough words to fill the
space
well,
to
avoid
this
problem.

Left

Center

right

full
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